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existence of neuronogenic progenitor cells that are con-Japan
nected through their long ascending processes to the
pial surface. Introduction of a GFP retroviral vector into
the midembryonic rat cerebral wall, followed by clonalSummary
analyses and time-lapse observation, provided evi-
dence of neuronogenesis by progenitor cells which areRecent studies demonstrated the neuronogenic role
radially elongated and connected to the pial surface.of radial glial cells (RGCs) in the rodent. To reveal the
These progenitor cells were identified as “radial glialfate of radial glial processes, we intensively monitored
cells” (RGCs) based upon their morphological and im-divisions of RGCs in DiI-labeled slices from the embry-
munohistochemical (Vimentin and Nestin) properties.onic day 14 mouse cortex. During RGC division, each
Similar findings regarding the neuronogenic behavior ofpia-connected fiber becomes thin but is neither lost
radial glial cells in vivo have also been made in mice;nor divided; it is inherited asymmetrically by one
Hartfuss et al. (2001) demonstrated the expression ofdaughter cell. In divisions that produce a neuron and
radial glial markers, such as RC2 (Misson et al., 1988),a progenitor, the neuron inherits the pial fiber, also
in midembryonic VZ cells which are proliferative andgrows a thick ventricular process for several hours,
positive for neuronogenic transcription factors, includ-and is therefore indistinguishable from the progenitor
ing Mash1 or neurogenin. Malatesta et al. (2000) pro-RGC. The ventricular process in the radial glial-like
vided in vitro evidence that murine radial glial-like cells,neuron (“radial neuron”) then collapses, leading to as-
which were selectively harvested by FACS following la-cent of the neuron by using the “recycled” radial fiber.
beling with DiI or rhodamine beads from the pial surface,
can generate neurons in monolayer culture.Introduction
Radial glial cells (reviewed in Cameron and Rakic,
1991; Misson et al., 1991a; Bentivoglio and Mazzarello,The mammalian cerebral cortex develops from a one-
1999), which are defined primarily by their morphology—
cell thick sheet of proliferative neuroepithelium through
they span the entire thickness of the developing cerebral
the stratification of newly generated cells and the elon-
wall—possess subcellular structures that resemble
gation of preexisting cells (Fujita, 1963; Hinds and those of astrocytes, into which they transform during
Ruffett, 1971; Seymour and Berry, 1975). As the cerebral the late embryonic or early postnatal periods (Misson
wall thickens, resulting in the accumulation of differenti- et al., 1988; Voigt, 1989). Since the 1970s, they have
ated neurons beneath the outer (pial) surface, the pri- been thought to serve as a guiding rail for migratory
mary source of cortical neurons, a region facing the neurons (Rakic, 1972; Schmechel and Rakic, 1979). In
ventricle, known as the ventricular zone (VZ), is sepa- mice, RC2 cells are seen first in the early embryonic
rated from the pial surface. The cellular mechanisms period, as early as E9 or E10 (Misson et al., 1988), and
of neuron production from the VZ have been studied their cell bodies remain in the VZ until the late embryonic
extensively in recent years. Transplantation studies period, when they begin to translocate to the subventri-
(McConnell, 1988; McConnell and Kaznowski, 1991), cell cular zone. Immunohistochemical analyses with RC2
cycle kinetics studies (Takahashi et al., 1995, 1996a, using cortices at E14 through E17 and at P0 showed
1996b; Cai et al., 1997), and lineage studies (Price et al., that RC2 cells either feature long ascending fibers that
1987; Luskin et al., 1988; Davis and Temple, 1994; Tan reach the pial surface or the level of the cortical plate
et al., 1998; Qian et al., 1997, 2000; Malatesta et al., (CP) or shorter fibers that end at lower levels and that
2000) have revealed that the process of cytogenesis is the ratio between the number of the former, longer RC2
regulated by intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms. For cells and the latter, shorter RC2 cells changes as devel-
opment proceeds (Gadisseux et al., 1992). Although the
original report categorized the shorter RC2 cells as5Correspondence: tmiyata@brain.riken.go.jp
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classic radial glia, speculating that they may represent (IZ) (Nadarajah et al., 2001). An alternative possibility,
a transitional phase of the pia-connected radial glia supported by the morphological resemblance between
which are retracting and/or extending ascending fibers, the proliferative radial glial cells (Figure 1) and the pia-
another interpretation would be that such short VZ cells connected young neurons (Figure 2 and see Supplemen-
might correspond to neuronogenic progenitors similar tal Figure S1 at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/
to neuroepithelial cells in the earlier (and thinner) cere- 31/5/727/DC1), would be that these neurons might “in-
bral wall. Similarly, the midembryonic, radial glial-like, herit” the process from the radial glial cells from which
pia-connected cells, some of which have been shown they arose. This problem can be solved only by intensive
recently to be neuronogenic progenitor cells (Malatesta monitoring of radial glial cell division.
et al., 2000; Hartfuss et al., 2001; Noctor et al., 2001), Using a DiI-labeled cortical slice culture technique
could be regarded as a part of a neuroepithelial system (Supplemental Figure S2) modified from the pioneering
consisting of multiple types of cells differing in their method of Chenn and McConnell (1995), we were able
length. These RC2-based earlier studies and the above- to examine the complete morphology of a single radial
mentioned recent functional studies suggest that radial glial cell and its cell cycle-dependent changes, as well as
glial cells in rodents are organized in a complex multicel- the “flow” of its plasma membrane. This morphological
lular system (Misson et al., 1988) and that such cells in approach, combined with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) la-
this context have multiple histogenetic roles (reviewed beling in vivo, indicated that radial glial cells that span
in Barres, 1999; Chanas-Sacre et al., 2000; Alvarez- the E14 mouse cerebral wall are important neuron pre-
Buylla et al., 2001). Therefore, it is necessary to dissect cursors. Division of an E14 radial glial cell is character-
the radial glial system more carefully, taking into account ized by three different asymmetries: (1) it divides without
differences in species, stage, brain thickness, and cell losing its pia-connected fibers, with the maintained fiber
cycle phase. inherited by one daughter cell (morphological asymme-
Practically, it is important to determine to what extent try); (2) neuronogenetic cell divisions give rise to one
radial glial cells (cells connected to the pial surface) progenitor cell and one neuron (asymmetric cell output);
contribute to neuron generation in the rodent cerebral and (3) there is a strong tendency for the daughter neu-
wall. This issue is best addressed at the midembryonic ron, rather than the regenerated progenitor cell, to inherit
stage, when the germinal zone (VZ) has already been the original radial process (asymmetric inheritance). Ra-
separated from the pial surface, because it is not cur- dial fibers inherited by daughter neurons are used di-
rently possible to distinguish “neuroepithelial cells” and rectly for their somal translocation from the VZ.
radial glia at earlier stages. Furthermore, if midembry-
onic radial glial cells divide to give rise to cortical neu- Results
rons, the fate of their long (200–300 m) ascending pro-
cesses must be explored. Although classical Golgi study Morphological Similarity between Proliferative
and electron microscopy in the developing rat cortex Radial Glial Cells and Postmitotic
(Hinds and Ruffett, 1971; Seymour and Berry, 1975) sug- Radial Neurons In Vivo
gested that early neuroepithelial cells lose their pro-
We first used DiI labeling from the pial surface (referred
cesses (100–150 m) while they are in M phase, loss of
to as DiIP labeling) of the E14 mouse cerebral wall tothe much longer processes of radial glial cells, which are
visualize the two distinct types of radially elongated cells
presumptive progenitors at a more advanced embryonic
differing in their morphology and somal position. Theseage, would be wasteful. Retention of ascending fibers
data largely confirm the results obtained from recent inin radial glial cells dividing to generate neurons has been
vivo studies of the neurogenic potential of radial glialsuggested recently based on observations in cortical
cells (Hartfuss et al., 2001; Noctor et al., 2001). The firstslices visualized with GFP (Noctor et al., 2001). However,
type, DiIP cells located in the VZ or subventricular zonetechnical limitations did not allow that study to deter-
(SVZ; much smaller than VZ at this age) (Figure 1A), weremine reliably whether the ascending fibers were really
morphologically indistinguishable from bipolar radialretained or, alternatively, if they were retracted quickly
glial cells (Misson et al., 1988, 1991a). When BrdU wasand then reextended.
administered to label S phase cells in vivo, many of theseThe fate of radial glial fibers during M phase is particu-
bipolar DiIP cells were observed to have incorporatedlarly important for the study of the biological significance
BrdU just before acquiring DiIP labeling. To examine toand mechanisms of the two different migration strate-
what degree the DiIP VZ/SVZ cells were contributinggies that cortical neurons employ. Recent observation
to neocortical cytogenesis at E14, we obtained theirof migratory neurons in acute slice preparation from
BrdU labeling index (LI), as well as that of the entire VZ/E13–15 mouse cortices (Nadarajah et al., 2001), together
SVZ cell population, by acute cell preparation followingwith a previous immunochemical study (Brittis et al.,
BrdU injection, DiIP labeling, and isolation of VZ/SVZ1995), provide evidence to support a classical view that
strips (Figure 1B, see also Experimental Procedures).some neurons migrate from the VZ to the cortex with
Comparison of the BrdU LI between the total VZ/SVZthe aid of radially oriented processes that extend from
cells (18.5%  2.6%, mean  SD) and DiIP VZ/SVZthe soma of young neurons to the pial surface (Morest,
cells (33.8%  7.9%) indicates that VZ/SVZ cells con-1970). However, it is not known how these pia-con-
nected to the pial surface are more likely (p  0.05,nected neurons undergoing “somal translocation” (Na-
n  3, paired t test) to be in S phase than VZ/SVZ cellsdarajah et al., 2001) have acquired such processes. One
in general (Figure 1C).possibility would be that a newly generated neuron
Cytogenesis in the midembryonic mouse cortex isquickly elaborates a new radial ascending process be-
fore its cell body moves up to the intermediate zone characterized by neuronal output (Caviness, 1982; Taka-
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Figure 1. Proliferative Radial Glial Cells in the
E14 Mouse Cerebral Wall
(A) A bipolar radial glial cell (RGC) in S phase.
BrdU injection in vivo was followed immedi-
ately by DiI labeling from the pial surface (DiIp
labeling), brain slicing, and detection of single
DiIP cells in live slices. Vibratome sections
of fixed slices were then immunostained with
anti-BrdU (A and A″, green). (B) BrdU pulse
labeling experiment (see text for details). (C)
Graph representing the proportion of BrdU
cells among the total VZ/SVZ cells (18.5%)
and that of BrdU cells among the DiIP VZ/
SVZ cells (33.8%). CP, cortical plate; IZ, inter-
mediate zone; SVZ, subventricular zone; VZ,
ventricular zone. Optical slice 2.6 m in (A)
and 1.2 m in (A″). Bar  20 m in (A) and
(A) and 8 m in (A″).
hashi et al., 1996a, 1996b). We estimated the contribu- served in the SVZ and higher levels and had 200 m
long ascending processes, showed clear immunoreac-tion of neuronogenesis to the increase in all cerebral
wall cells from E14 to E15 (5.23 → 7.80; 106 for each tivity for Hu. At E15, 97.0%  0.7% (n  3) of the total
IZ cells that were obtained by isolation of IZ strips andday, per embryo). About 87% of the E14 → E15 cell
increase consists of cells positive for TUJ1 (Menezes cell dissociation were Hu, while 90.8%  2.4% (n  3)
were Hu at E14. When IZ strips were isolated after DiIPand Luskin, 1994), with almost 100% of this increase
accounted for by cells expressing Hu as well (Okano labeling, 92.3% (191/207) of DiIP IZ cells at E15 and
93.1% (122/131) of those at E14 were Hu. In addition,and Darnell, 1997). Although we could not determine
directly the exact fraction of the total BrdU-incorporat- our transgenic studies, in which GFP expression was
placed under the control of the neuronal lineage-specificing VZ/SVZ cells that were DiIPbecause our DiIP labeling
did not seem to label all pia-connected VZ/SVZ cells T1-tubulin promoter (Gloster et al., 1994), allowed visu-
alization of these monopolar-like IZ cells (data not(20%–30% of the total VZ/SVZ cells were usually DiIP),
we estimate that about 30%–40% of all VZ/SVZ cells in shown). We did not detect any GFAP cells in cortical
sections at E14 and E15 (data not shown), consistentS phase are DiIP. Therefore, it seems possible that
some fraction of pia-connected VZ/SVZ cell divisions with previously reports (Woodhams et al., 1981; Hunter-
Schaedle, 1997; Qian et al., 2000). These studies indicatemay represent neuronogenic events, as suggested in
recent in vivo studies (Hartfuss et al., 2001; Noctor et that the pia-connected IZ cells are mostly neurons,
which might correspond to cortical neurons character-al., 2001). Despite their likely role in neuronogenesis, we
will refer to these proliferative DiIP cells as “radial glial ized by long-range nuclear and somal translocation
(Berry et al., 1964; Morest, 1970; Brittis et al., 1995;cells,” mainly for compatibility with recently published
studies (Malatesta et al., 2000; Hartfuss et al., 2001; Nadarajah et al., 2001). We will refer to these cells as
“radial neurons,” to distinguish them from monopolarNoctor et al., 2001) and also due to their similar morphol-
ogy (Figure 1A). cells committed to the glial lineage.
In some slices, we observed that bipolar DiI cellsThe other type of DiIP cells (Figure 2A) showed mor-
phological and positional resemblance to monopolar which had a thick ventricular process then change their
morphology and became monopolar-like. These mono-radial glia (Misson et al., 1988, 1991a; Voigt, 1989). How-
ever, these monopolar-like DiIP cells, which were ob- polar-like cells were also Hu (Figure 2B and Supple-
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Radial Glial Fibers Remain during Cell Division
To examine whether dividing RGCs retain, either com-
pletely or partially, their ascending fibers, intensive mon-
itoring (at intervals of 15 min; 8.2 min on average, n 
6) was carried out (Figures 3, 4, and Supplemental Figure
S3E; Supplemental Movie S5 shows an animated version
of Figure 3). The spatial orientation of the radial pro-
cesses was indistinguishable before and after cell divi-
sion, which was also noted in similar time-lapse obser-
vations at longer intervals (n  100) (Supplemental
Figures S4A and S4F). Ascending processes of DiIP-
labeled cells became extremely thin (0.5 m or thinner)
during the transition from G2 to M phase (Figures 3 and
Supplemental Figures S3D and S3E) and appeared to
continue thinning until the cells entered telophase (Fig-
ures 3, 4A, 4B, and Supplemental Figure S3E). The fibers
did not retract or degenerate. In addition to these closely
observed cells, randomly sampled inspection of DiIP
cells in M phase (2 hr since DiI placing, n  800)
revealed ascending fibers in all cases. Despite the noted
thinning of the radial fibers with the apparent downward
flow of plasma membrane, which was inferred from both
the movement of knob-like structures and the concen-
tration of DiI fluorescence in the cell body (Supplemental
Figure S3E), the ascending fibers did not seem to be
emptied; antiphosphorylated vimentin antibody (Kamei
et al., 1998) (Supplemental Figure S3F) was used to
visualize radially oriented fibers of dividing cells in sec-
tions of E14 cortex freshly fixed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde. Although intense fluorescence at and near the
outer surface of the cerebral wall sometimes prevented
tracing of the radial fibers in the marginal zone, more
than 80% of the DiIP fibers recorded during cell division
(n  600) could be followed to the level of the cortical
plate (CP) both before and after cell division. In a differ-
ent set of experiments using slices labeled from the
ventricular side (DiIV-labeled), all RGCs observed (23/23)
divided, maintaining their attachment to the pial surface
both before and after cell division. These results strongly
suggested that the entire length of the pia-connected
radial glial process in the cerebral wall at the midembry-
onic stage is maintained throughout M phase.
Retention of ascending processes was also observed
in other types of cell divisions (Figure 5). Earlier (E12–13)
VZ cells with shorter (100–150 m) DiIP-labeled pro-
cesses than E14 RGCs divided and retained the original
processes (Figure 5A) in slice culture. DiIV labeling of
E14 slices revealed that certain types of VZ cells that had
ascending processes terminating at the CP/IZ border
(150–200 m; Figure 5B) or within the germinal zone
Figure 2. Detection of Radial Neurons (80 m; Figure 5C) appeared to divide without losing
(A) A monopolar DiIP cell showing Hu immunoreactivity in the IZ of their processes. Moreover, some DiIP-labeled radial
a DiIP-labeled slice. (B) A slice (labeled from the ventricular surface, glial-like cells retain both ascending (150–250 m) and
“DiIV labeled”) showing a Hu monopolar-like cell, which initially
descending (100 m) fibers while they are dividing inresembled a bipolar RGC. In (B″), a set of merged views of Hu and
the SVZ (Figure 5D). Collectively, these observations ofDiI in three different confocal microscopic planes (1.2m thick each)
are presented. Optical slice  2.6 m in (A) and (B) and 1.2 m in various kinds of dividing cells suggest that cell division
(A″) and (B″). Scale bar  20 m in (A), (A), and (B); 5.4 m in (A″); that conserves cellular processes may not be specific
10 m in (B); and 3.2 m in (B″). to E14 RGCs.
The Ascending Fiber and Compartmentalizedmental Figure S1), raising the possibility of a lineage
relationship between the proliferative RGCs (Figure 1) Radial Glial Cell Body
A single radial fiber extends from only one of two com-and the radial neurons, which was subsequently exam-
ined directly in DiIP-labeled E14 slices (Supplemental partments separated by a cleavage plane in the meta-
phase-to-anaphase cell on the ventricular surface (Fig-Figure S2).
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Figure 3. Retention of Pia-Connected Fibers
in Dividing RGCs
Time-lapse observation (8 min intervals) of a
single RGC dividing at the ventricular surface.
Each panel consists of a low-power image
showing the entire process connecting to the
pial surface (left) and a magnified view of the
soma (right, enlarged using Photoshop). The
pial and ventricular margins are indicated
with red dotted lines (left). Thinning of the
radial process is evident during the initial 24
min (between panels 1 [prometaphase] and
4 [metaphase]). Note that the fiber begins
(arrow) from one () of the two compartments
separated by the metaphase plate (“oblique”
in panel 3, indicated by blue dotted lines).
While the fiber-extending  compartment
was on the right side at 24 min (panel 3), it
was on the opposite side at 16 min (panel
4). After telophase (panel 10), both daughter
cells (a and b) had apical attachments (arrow-
head). Bar 38m (left) and 6.5m (right). An
animated version is shown in Supplemental
Movie S5.
ure 3; see also Figure 8A) and from only one daughter status (RGC→N RGC division). Indeed, such a model
was recently proposed by Noctor et al. (2001) basedcell of a telophase pair (Figure 3). Confocal microscopy
upon their observations in GFP retrovirus-labeled, ra-(1 m optical slice) of vibratome sections made from
dial-arrayed clones that (1) each clone contained onlysuch cultured slices confirmed this observation (Supple-
one RGC at 48 and 72 hr after viral infection and (2)mental Figures S3A–S3C). Therefore, the fiber itself does
RGCs were the only GFP cells that were labeled withnot divide and is inherited entirely by one daughter cell.
BrdU in radially arrayed clones at 30, 36, 42, and 48 hr.Some of the daughter cells that did not inherit the fiber
In their model, however, the fate of the original radial glialelaborated a new ascending process, which grew at
fiber was obscure; their time-lapse monitoring could notapproximately 20  8 m/hr (n  9; with a most rapid
determine if the fiber was inherited by daughter cells.extension of 30 m/hr; discussed later in detail [Figures
Although they suggested, based mainly upon their BrdU8A and 8B]). This indicates that the alternative possibility
results, that if retention of the radial fiber (F) occurred,of retraction and regrowth of an250 m long new fiber
the fiber would subsequently belong to the nonneuronalwithin 10 min is not likely in these slices.
daughter cell which will immediately enter G1 phase to
prepare for the next round of division (RGCF → N 
Radial Glial Fibers Inherited by Daughter Neurons RGCF division); the other possible model, an RGCF →
The maintenance of the ascending fiber during division NF  RGC division, could also be the case, considering
of a DiIP RGC indicates direct inheritance of the fiber the morphological similarity between the proliferative
by one daughter cell. Since the mode of cell output from RGCs and the radial neurons (Figures 1, 2, and Supple-
the whole germinal zone in the midembryonic neocortex mental Figure S1). To examine whether radial glial fibers
is recognized as being “populationally asymmetric” (giv- can be inherited by neurons and, if so, to determine how
ing rise to a neuron on one hand and a progenitor on frequently it occurs, we observed carefully the fate of
the other) (Chenn and McConnell, 1995; Takahashi et the pia-connected fibers during and after cell division
al., 1996a; Noctor et al., 2001), it is possible that divisions in relation to the behavior of daughter cells (Figure 4
of RGCs, an important progenitor population at E14, and Supplemental Figure S4).
include cases in which a single RGC gives rise to one In two-cell clones derived from single RGCs, daughter
cells were often associated closely with each other forneuron (N) and one RGC which will retain the progenitor
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several hours after cell division, which sometimes pre- rons inherited the long ascending fiber; in these cases,
daughter cells were not separated, but both exited thevented the identification of the daughter cell that inher-
ited the fiber. However, reliable identification of the VZ (pattern IV; Supplemental Figures S4F–S4H). In sum-
mary (Figure 4D), at least 86% (36/42) of the daughterowner of the fiber was possible in cases in which the
daughter cells were separated and only one of their cell cells that exited the VZ inherited the radial fiber, and
most (82%) of these non-VZ daughter cells were Hu.bodies was connected with the radial fiber (in such cases
the other cell had no or a short process; data not shown) These results suggest that a considerable number of
daughter neurons may inherit the radial glial fibers andor in other cases where, despite their apparent spatial
association along the vertical axis, daughter cells were become radial neurons.
at different focal planes and could be identified sepa-
rately in each plane (Figures 4A, 4B and Supplemental Translocation of the Radial Neuron
To explore the functional relevance of fiber inheritanceFigure S4C). Since separation of daughter cells is an
important sign of asymmetric division giving rise to one by neurons, we carefully observed the migratory behav-
ior of radial neurons in the following four phases.neuron and one progenitor cell (Chenn and McConnell,
1995), we reasoned that the possible inheritance of the Ascent in the VZ
As the radial neuron moved up in the VZ, the inheritedradial glial fiber by neurons would be assessed best in
cases where daughter cells exhibited such separation. ascending process thickened slightly (Figures 4A and
4B), and DiI-labeled knob-like structures (if detected)Among long-cultured daughter cell pairs (n  89; the
average of approximate recording time after M phase ascended (Figures 4A, 4B, and Supplemental Figure
S1A), implying upward streaming of the cytoplasm andwas 20.5 hr), daughter cells in 58 pairs (65%) were verti-
cally separated 	20 m away from each other (Figure plasma membrane. During this phase, cases in which
time-lapse images allowed us to identify the entire de-4D; patterns I and II). In 32 cases (36%), the upper daugh-
ter cell moved into the IZ or SVZ, leaving the other scending (apical) process of the newly generated radial
neuron (17/26) suggested that most (16/17) of themdaughter cell in the VZ (pattern II). Behaviorally and im-
munochemically (Hu in 7/9 tested [Figure 4C and Sup- maintained attachment to the apical surface for at least
several hours (Figures 4A, 4B, and Supplemental Figuresplemental Figure S4C], NeuN in 2/2 tested [data not
shown], and TUJ1 in 1/4 tested [data not shown]), most S4A and S4F).
Exit from the VZof these IZ/SVZ daughter cells were considered to be
neurons. Divisions for which we could determine the Observations in DiIP-labeled slices suggested that the
attachment of the descending process to the apical sur-orientation of the cleavage plane as horizontal (parallel
to the ventricular surface), which is also suggested to face had become obscure or lost by the time the radial
neuron ascended to the upper VZ or SVZ (Figure 4Bbe a sign of asymmetric neuronogenic output (Chenn
and McConnell, 1995), resulted in either pattern II (3/5) and Supplemental Figures S1A, S4A, and S4F; see also
Figures 2B and 6C). Therefore, it is likely that the mor-or pattern I (2/5). Most of the neurons in the pattern II
pairs (26/32, 81%) had long, ascending fibers that were phological change from bipolar to monopolar-like is an
important step in the migration of radial neurons. Al-not attached to or overlapping the process of the other
daughter cell remaining in the VZ (Figures 4A, 4B, and though DiIP-labeled radial neurons appeared to have
only a short “retraction bulb” (Morest, 1970; NadarajahSupplemental Figure S4C). Sequentially obtained im-
ages demonstrated striking similarities in the route of et al., 2001; Figures 2A and 4B), DiIV labeling resulted
in detection of a descending process-like structure inthe original radial glial fiber and the long, ascending
fiber of the pattern II neurons (Figures 4A, 4B, and Sup- every radial neuron exiting the VZ (Figures 2B, 6A–6C,
and 7A). The descending portion showed a broken orplemental Figure S4A). In the rest of the pattern II pairs
(6/32, 19%), such clear identification of the owner of the punctate pattern of DiI staining. The DiI ascending pro-
cess of Hu radial neurons at this transitional phaseascending fiber was not possible, but we did not observe
any cases in which the lower (VZ) daughter cell had a seemed to be immunoreactive to anti-Nestin (2/2, Figure
6B″) or RC2 (2/2, but a little weaker than the surroundinglong process and the upper (IZ) cell had a short process.
We observed ten more cases that suggested that neu- RC2 fibers; Figure 6A″). In single immunostaining of
Figure 4. Generation of Radial Neurons from Proliferative RGCs
(A–C) Frequent monitoring (15 min intervals) of an M phase RGC clearly showed that cell division occurred by 34 min, followed by daughter
cell translocation. Although it was not clear whether the lower daughter cell had an ascending process, two daughter cells could be observed
separately by changing the focus plane, enabling clear identification of the inheritance of the original fiber by the upper daughter cell. In (A),
separately recorded daughter cells are presented together in single panels (from 44 min through 14.6 hr) to show their positional relationships,
whereas (B) shows only the daughter cell that inherited the fiber and moved up to the SVZ (arrowhead) with subsequent expression of Hu
(C). The morphology of the ascending process is almost identical between the original RGC and the daughter neuron (B). The radial neuron
retained its apical attachment at least for 6.1 hr. For the period between 44 and 147 min, apparent coincidences were noted between the
elongation of the apical process, the ascent of the soma, the slight thickening of the ascending process, and the ascent of a knob-like
structure (arrowhead) on the ascending process. Between 6.1 hr and 14.6 hr, the apical attachment became obscure. Concurrently, the knob-
like structure descended slightly, and the soma ascended. (D) Summary of the movement, Hu expression, and fiber inheritance of daughter
cells in long-cultured slices. Most (81%) of the upper daughter cells that exhibited pattern II, which was characterized by separation of
daughter cells and migration of the upper cell into the SVZ or IZ, inherited the original radial glial fiber. It is possible that some daughter cells
in pattern I might have failed to migrate to the IZ because of negative effects on the exit of postmitotic cells from the VZ that have been
reported in a similar type of tissue culture (Takahashi et al., 1999). Optical slice  2.6 m in (C). Bar  20 m in (A) and 8 m in (B) and (C).
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DiI monopolar-like cells exiting the VZ, their ascending
processes were almost always positive for Nestin (5/5),
RC2 (6/7), or Vimentin (3/3) (data not shown). This result
suggests that VZ/SVZ cells which have been catego-
rized as “bipolar RGCs” may include postmitotic daugh-
ter cells which will continue differentiating into monopo-
lar-like radial neurons.
Ascent in the IZ
Punctate DiIV staining between the soma of radial neu-
rons and the ventricular surface appeared to move up
following the movement of the cell body. Since IZ cells
were found easily upon quick observation after DiIV la-
beling (within 1 hr), it was more likely that such IZ radial
neurons were still connected to the ventricular surface
by an extremely thin or almost emptied process-like
structure than that a bipolar-to-monopolar morphologi-
cal change had occurred within 1 hr. Movement of the
DiIV spots implied an upward flow of membrane which
might have prevented DiIP labeling of the descending
processes of radial neurons (Figures 2A, 4B, and Supple-
mental Figures S1A and S4F). Ascending process of
radial neurons at this phase was RC2
 (8/8 IZ cells
tested, Figure 6C) but retained weak immunoreactivity
to anti-Nestin (4/6, data not shown).
Arrival at the CP
In many DiIV-labeled slices, entrance of radial neurons
into the CP (Figure 7A) was observed. This observation
is basically the same as was made by Nadarajah et al.
(2001), but we inferred an apparent connection of these
CP neurons to the ventricular surface from the passage
of DiIV spots through the cerebral wall. Inspection of
DiIP-labeled E14–15 slices revealed CP cells with a radi-
ally oriented fiber-like structure (Figures 7B and 7C).
Radial fibers descending from the CP cells were found
to continue to the upper IZ. The rest of the fiber could
be inferred based on a broken pattern of DiI-labeling.
This region of discontinuous staining resembled the
lower portion of the DiIV fibers descending from the IZ
cells (Figures 6C and 7A) and was also similar in spatial
orientation to the processes descending from CP neu-
rons, with “beading” that had been observed in a previ-
ous Golgi study on the developing opossum neocortex
(Morest, 1970). Some (7/16) of these CP cells also had
another axon-like fiber extending ventrally through the
IZ. Bifurcation of these two descending fibers was seen
clearly at the level of CP/IZ border. The fact that DiIP
labeling allowed successful visualization of the de-
scending portion of these CP cells could reflect that the Figure 5. Retention of Cellular Processes in Various Types of Cell
Divisionabove-mentioned flow of membrane in IZ cells might
(A) Division of a pia-connected VZ cell (about 140 m) in a DiIP-have already stopped.
labeled E13 slice ([A1], anaphase; [A2], 2.7 hr later). (B) A VZ cell
terminating at the CP/IZ border (170m from the ventricular surface)
Stage-Dependent Emergence in a DiIV-labeled E14 slice ([B1], low-power view showing labeling
of the Radial Neuron of other pia-connected VZ cells; [B2], 4.1 hr later; [B2], a magnified
In addition to the pia-connected IZ neurons, we found view fo the daughter cells in [B2]). (C1) A short (75 m) VZ cell in a
DiIV-labeled E14 slice ([C2], 13.2 hr later). Arrows in (A)–(C) indicateIZ cells in E14-derived slices 	6 hr after DiIV labeling
the termination point of the detained ascending processes. (D1) Cellthat had 30–80 m long leading processes but were
division in the SVZ ([D2], 2.3 hr; [D3], 10.9 hr; [D4], 21.1 hr; [D5],isolated from the pial and ventricular surfaces (Figures
31.2 hr). The ascending and descending processes were inherited
7E and 7F). Morphologically, these cells resemble migra- by the upper and lower daughter cells, respectively. The pial and
tory IZ neurons that have been reported in late embry- ventricular attachments are indicated with arrows. Arrowheads in
onic or perinatal animals (Misson et al., 1991b; O’Rouke (A) and (D) show processes in M phase cells. Bar  27 m in (B1);
3.3 m in (B2); and 10 m in the remaining panels.et al., 1992) and are considered to correspond to “loco-
moting” neurons (Nadarajah et al., 2001). Their leading
processes lengthened or shortened slightly during time-
Asymmetric Inheritance of Radial Fibers
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Figure 6. Molecular Property of Radial Neurons
DiIv-labeled slices showing radial neurons differing in the length of their ascending processes (300 m in [A]; 200 m in [B]; 150 m in
[C]). Note that all of them show a punctate pattern of DiI fluorescence in their descending part (most clearly seen in [C], arrowed). (A and A″)
The process of a Hu radial neuron which had just exited the VZ was RC2 immunoreactive (but less intense than the surrounding RC2 fibers).
(B and B″) Another young radial neuron coexpressed Hu and Nestin (images at three different confocal planes are presented in [B″]). (C)
The process of another radial neuron which had migrated to a higher level (the middle of the IZ) than cells in (A) and (B) was completely
negative for RC2, probably reflecting the degree of neuronal differentiation. Optical slice  2.6 m in (A) and (B) and 1.2 m in (A″), (B″),
and (C). Bar  20 m in (A), (B), and (C); 5.8 m in (A); 4.1 m in (A″); 10 m in (B); 11.3 m in (B″); and 6.7 m in (C).
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Figure 7. Radial Neurons Compared with Short Neurons
(A) Entrance of a radial neuron into the CP. The presented cell was MAP2 at 8.0 hr (data not shown). Its descending part is shown with arrows.
(B and C) CP cells with radial fiber-like DiIP labeling. The pyramidal-like morphology and the presence of ventrally running fibers resembling axons
indicate that the labeled cells (single cell in [B]; two neighboring cells in [C], magnified in inlet) are neurons. At higher magnification (B), the origin
of the descending radial fiber in (B) (arrow) is clearly shown to be the same cell that had an axon-like process extending to the IZ. In (C), two
different radial trails (arrow and arrowhead) with different origins are seen. We also found CP cells that did not have such descending fibers or
fiber-like DiI trails (data not shown), which may represent the fate of the short IZ cells that we observed in DiIV-labeled slices. d, dorsal; v, ventral.
(D) Graph representing the percentages of IZ cells differing in orientation and morphology. Single isolated IZ cells were counted in DiIV-labeled
slices. “Type 1” (radial) IZ cells were found early in culture, while most other “short” types of IZ cells, including “type 2” cells, shown in panels (E)
and (F), were mainly detected later. In E14-derived slices cultured for up to 24 hr, 56% (53/94) were pia-connected IZ neurons. Short IZ cells were
found more frequently in slices prepared at E15 than at E14. (E) A DiIV-labeled slice (E15-derived) containing two migratory cells with 80 m long
leading processes (arrowhead) that were not connected with the pial surface. (F) Another example of short IZ cells in a DiIV-labeled E14 slice. Time-
lapse recorded images ([F1], 0 hr; [F2], 7.2 hr; [F3], 15.0 hr; [F4], 22.7 hr) of a single IZ cell in the neocortical area 	300 m from the caudatopallial
angle were superimposed using the intensely labeled radial column (asterisk) as a positional indicator. (F) The migratory cell was connected initially
to the ventricular surface through a thin tailing process (arrowed) which was distinct in thickness and shape from the descending process of radial
neurons (compare with Figures 2B, 4B, and 6A–6C). Bar  20 m.
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Figure 8. Formation of New Radial Processes
(A1) In an anaphase-like RGC, the radial fiber (arrowhead) was retained in one compartment (a), while the other compartment (b) had no
process. By 2.4 hr later (A2), a new process (arrow) had been elaborated by a daughter cell that did not inherit the radial fiber. Similarly,
panels (B1)–(B4) show the extension of a new fiber (arrows) by one daughter cell (b) and the inheritance of the original fiber (arrowhead) by
the other cell (a). The new fiber grew at approximately 30 m/hr. Double arrowheads in (B3), (B3), and (B4) indicate the apical attachment of
daughter cells. Bar  10 m in (A) and 16 m in (B).
lapse observation (for up to 30 hr) but, more importantly, cell bodies remained in the VZ and often descended
never reached the pial surface until their cell bodies toward the ventricular surface (Supplemental Figure
migrated into the CP. This result indicates that the devel- S1A, lower cell). Such descent was typical of cells that
opment of radial neurons is not a result of rapid exten- divided in our culture (Figures 3, 5B, and Supplemental
sion of leading processes from short IZ cells. No DiIV Figure S4F) and was also exhibited by a daughter cell
spots were seen in the tail of these short neurons, sup- that was positive for Ki67, a proliferative cell marker
porting the possibility that radial neurons and these (Hartfuss et al., 2001) (Supplemental Figures S4A, S4D,
“short neurons” are distinct. Although we believe that and S4E). In a separate set of more intensive observa-
these short neurons originate mostly at the ventricular tions for shorter time period, it was noticed that cases
surface because they were first detected in the VZ and of cell division with a cleavage plane vertical to the
their thin tailing processes were connected to the ven- ventricular surface were often followed by extension of
tricular surface (Figure 7F), we do not exclude the possi- a new fiber from the daughter cell that did not inherit
bility that some of the radial neurons transformed into the original fiber (4/4). The “vertical” cleavage plane can
the shorter IZ cells. The orientation of the short IZ cells be regarded as an important sign of symmetric cell out-
varied; some were completely perpendicular to the pial put which gives rise to two progenitor cells (Chenn and
surface, while others were parallel or oblique. These McConnell, 1995). Our time-lapse observation therefore
IZ cells without radial fibers tended to be seen more supports the possibility that daughter cells extending
frequently in DiIV-labeled slices prepared at E15 than at new ascending fibers may belong to the progenitor pop-
E14 (Figure 7D), suggesting that the inheritance of pia- ulation, as previously suggested through Golgi and elec-
connected radial glial fibers by neurons is regulated tron microscopic observation of the E12–13 mouse neo-
temporally. cortex (Hinds and Ruffett, 1971).
Newly Generated Progenitor Cell Grows a New
Radial Fiber
DiscussionAs mentioned earlier, we observed the extension of new
ascending processes from some of the daughter cells
The present study confirmed results obtained from re-that did not inherit the original radial fibers (Figures 8A,
cent in vitro and in vivo studies examining the neurono-8B, and Supplemental Figure S1A). In prolonged culture
genic potential of RGCs (Malatesta et al., 2000; Hartfuss(Figure 4D), such fiber extension was observed in either
et al., 2001; Noctor et al., 2001). Beyond it, however, ourpattern I, II, or III. These daughter cells ascended slightly
while extending new fibers, but, more importantly, their intensive monitoring of the fate of the radial fibers during
Neuron
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and after M phase revealed that, in the E14 mouse cere-
bral wall, many cortical neurons inherit the pial pro-
cesses from proliferative RGCs. This suggests that a
strategy by which young neurons maintain their pial con-
nection, thereby assisting their nuclear/somal transloca-
tion (Berry et al., 1964; Morest, 1970; Brittis et al., 1995;
Nadarajah et al., 2001). Such pia-connected processes
of the young neurons exiting the VZ are Nestin and
RC2 and constitute, together with those of the prolifer-
ative RGCs, the radial fiber system.
Long, Short, or Growing Progenitor Cells
The midembryonic RGC has similarities, despite its dif-
ferent length, to the early telencephalic neuroepithelial
cell: both express Nestin (and RC2 in mice), have attach-
ments to the ventricular surface with  catenin expres-
sion (Chenn et al., 1998; Supplemental Figure S3G), un-
dergo to-and-fro movement, divide at the ventricular
surface, generate neurons, and are connected to the
pial surface. Therefore, it might be easier to group these
cells into one neuronogenic population (Alvarez-Buylla
Figure 9. Schematic Illustrations Showing Asymmetric Fiber Inheri-et al., 2001) than to expand the definition of “glia.” We
tance (RGCF → NF  RGC Division)
observed that VZ cells ending at the CP/IZ border (Figure
Red arrows indicate cellular events evidenced in the present study,
5B) or around the SVZ level (Figure 5C) in DiIV-labeled while the blue-arrowed model (establishment of full-length RGC fiber
E14 slices divide at the ventricular surface and retain during cell cycle progression) needs to be examined further.
their ascending fibers. However, gross inspection sug-
gests that the frequency of division of such non-pia-
connected VZ cells in slices is lower than that of pia- tained ascending fiber is extremely thin (0.5 m or even
connected ones (roughly 10%–20% of the total divisions thinner) at anaphase or early telophase, it seems possi-
observed). In vivo, the significantly higher BrdU LI of the ble that vigorous glutalaldehyde fixation steps, which
DiIP VZ/SVZ cells compared to that of VZ/SVZ cells in generally cause tissue shrinkage (Hopwood, 1990),
general (at least 20%–30% of the total VZ/SVZ cells are might have led to difficulties in unequivocal identification
DiIP) indicates the importance of RGCs for cytogenesis, of such thin fibers in previous Golgi and electron micro-
but whether or not RGCs are the main source of cell scopic studies (Hinds and Ruffett, 1971; Seymour and
output at E14, as suggested in our slices, needs to be Berry, 1975). But we do not completely exclude the pos-
examined in the future. sibilities that the radial processes are lost during division
We also observed that some newly generated progen- of some progenitor cells and that some other progenitor
itors that did not inherit the original radial fiber grew cells without any processes exist. Difficulties in detec-
new radial processes (Figure 8 and Supplemental Figure tion of similarly thin cellular processes (cytonemes, 0.2
S1A). Although we could not directly examine whether m across) in fixed specimens have been reported re-
or not such newly growing processes reach the pial cently in Drosophila imaginal discs (Ramirez-Weber and
surface, it seems reasonable to speculate that such new Kornberg, 1999).
fibers grow mainly during G1 phase of cycling RGCs.
This idea is supported by (1) the high BrdU LI in DiIP Asymmetries in the Neocortical Germinal Zone
VZ/SVZ cells (the high probability of the pia-connected Building upon the previously established concept of
cells to be in S phase) and (2) our in vitro evidence that asymmetric cell output (or proliferative fate) as an essen-
the speed of process extension (approximately 20 m/ tial neuronogenic mechanism in the midembryonic cere-
hr) is comparable to an estimated value obtained by bral wall (Chenn and McConnell, 1995; Takahashi et al.,
dividing the thickness of the E14–15 cerebral wall (200– 1996b), the present study demonstrates the existence
300 m) by G1 phase duration (9.3–11.8 hr) (Takahashi of morphological asymmetry in dividing progenitor cells.
et al., 1995). Combination of cell cycle phase-specific Such cells retain ascending processes, as well as apical-
markers with imaging techniques will be important to basal polarity (Figures 3–5 and Supplemental Figures
examine if this model is correct. S3 and S4). The compartmentalization of the progenitor
cell body (Figure 3 and Supplemental Figures S3A–S3C)
must have always been asymmetric in divisions in whichRadial Fiber Retention Detected in Unfixed Tissue
Observation of DiI-labeled cellular structures in live brain fiber retention was observed, which may have included
“symmetric” division to expand the proliferative popula-tissue strongly suggests that a general histogenetic
strategy is for each dividing cell to retain its ascending tion (Chenn and McConnell, 1995; Takahashi et al.,
1996b). It should also be stressed that radial fiber inheri-fiber, most likely independent of its connection to the
pial surface, until the fiber is inherited by one of its tance from RGCs to neurons (RGCF →NFRGC division
and RGCF → NF  N division) is not rare. In our slicedaughter cells. It is possible that radial fibers act as
reservoirs of materials (cell membrane and cytoplasm) culture, neurons or neuron-like cells were observed to
inherit radial fibers in 40% (36/89) of the entire success-needed for cells preparing for division. Since the re-
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ful RGC divisions and 86% (36/42) of divisions that gen- coupling (LoTurco and Kriegstein, 1991), which might be
related to the fate choices of the neuronal and progenitorerated non-VZ daughter cells (most of which were con-
sidered to be neurons) (Figure 4D). In a separate cells (McConnell, 1995; Frantz and McConnell, 1996),
will be better understood in the light of the radial fiberexperiment, we estimated, by counting radial neurons
in the IZ (Figure 7D), that this inherent asymmetry may inheritance.
have occurred in as many as 56% (53/94) of all RGC
divisions. Therefore, the inheritance of radial glial fibers Experimental Procedures
by cortical neurons (Figure 9) is indeed one of the major
Slice Culturehistogenetic events in the E14 neocortical germinal
DiI crystals (Molecular Probes) were placed onto the outer or ventric-zone.
ular surface of the cerebral walls of E14 (E0  the day of plug) ICR
mouse embryos (sometimes E13 or E15) using a fine brush. The
Pia-Connected Radial Glia Containing labeled cerebral walls were washed immediately with ice-cold
DMEM, then coronally sliced manually in silicon rubber-coated petriNeuronogenic Progenitors and Neurons
dishes containing DMEM (about ten slices per hemisphere). SlicesEither Nestin, Vimentin, or RC2 is coexpressed with Hu
were mounted in collagen gel as described (Miyata et al., 1997) andin monopolar-like radial neurons that have just exited
placed in an incubator (37C, 5% CO2). Cortices or slices were keptthe VZ and have apparently lost a ventricular process
in oxygenated DMEM on ice until mounting. The culture medium
(Figures 6A–6C). It is therefore suggested that many was modified “neurosphere medium” (Reynolds and Weiss, 1996),
daughter cells that have inherited the radial fiber and containing 10 ng/ml EGF, 10 ng/ml bFGF, 5% horse serum, and 5%
fetal calf serum. After the positions of the mounted slices in 35 mmshow a radial glia-like bipolar morphology with exten-
plastic bottom dishes (Falcon) were recorded, single DiI cells weresion of a thick apical process may be undergoing neu-
identified at the time of initial inspection, and their fate was followed.ronal differentiation (but are still negative for Hu). By
Since our preliminary examinations using a confocal microscopesensitive detection of the activation of the T1-tubulin
lacking software for three-dimensional reconstruction of confocal
promoter, these young neurons with bipolar morphology optical planes (Nadarajah et al., 2001) experienced difficulties in
can be visualized readily in the VZ (our unpublished complete visualization of the entire cell and its process, we moni-
tored morphological changes of each DiIPRGC using a nonconfocaldata). How many of the total “radial glial” fibers belong
inverted microscope. We picked up only single isolated DiIP VZto neurons? The DiIP VZ/SVZ population is highly prolif-
cells without any overlapping or neighboring DiIP VZ cells in theerative as a whole (Figures 1 and 3–5), with 70%–80%
same field, and, if the cells to be tested were not oriented parallelbeing Ki67 (data not shown). In addition, 81% of the
to the stage, images at different focal planes were obtained and then
DiIP VZ/SVZ cells exhibited a high level of activation of reconstructed. In total, 15,000 DiIP-labeled slices were prepared
the nestin enhancer, a good indicator of cerebral cell (most of them were healthy but were not appropriate for visualization
of single isolated cells), and3000 DiIv-labeled slices were cultured.potential for self-renewal and multipotency (Kawaguchi
Some slices were stained with SYTO11 (Molecular Probes). Micros-et al., 2001). Therefore, it can be estimated that the
copy on live cells was carried out using an inverted fluorescentremaining 20%–30% of the total DiIP VZ/SVZ popula-
microscope (Olympus, IX70; 20) equipped with a CCD cameration (“pia-connected RGCs”) is composed of radial neu-
(Photometrics, SenSys 0401). DiI images were processed using
rons and quiescent RGCs (Figure 9). IPLab 3.5 (Scanalytics, Inc.) and Adobe Photoshop 5.0 software.
Slices were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and vibratome sec-
tioned for immunohistochemistry.Vehicle Choices by Cortical Neurons
Considering their time of origin (E13–14), morphology,
and behavior, radial neurons in the present study may BrdU Experiments
For pulse labeling, timed-pregnant females (E14) were injected intra-correspond to (or overlap with) cortical neurons that
peritoneally with 5-bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU, 50 g/gm bodyundergo “long-range somal translocation” from the VZ
weight) twice just before (t  0 and 30 min) hysterotomy to remove(Nadarajah et al., 2001). Since neurons move faster in
embryos (35–40 min). Isolated cerebral hemispheres were labeled
the “translocation” mode than in the “locomotion” mode with DiI-adsorbed filter membranes (37C, t  45–70 min). A dor-
under physiological conditions (Nadarajah et al., 2001), somedial part of cerebral wall about 600–700m from the striatopal-
lial angle was dissected and sliced. Slices showing any signs ofit would be interesting to examine whether the “rapidly
nonspecific labeling of “short” VZ/SVZ cells due to accidental at-exiting” and “slowly exiting” subpopulations of the 2 hr
tachment of a DiI crystal were discarded. VZ/SVZ strips (Figure 1B)cohort that were defined by means of sequential thymi-
were isolated from the DiIP-labeled slices, and the constituent cellsdine and BrdU injections in vivo at E14 (Takahashi et
were dissociated. Cells plated onto polyethylenimine-coated cov-
al., 1996a) can be explained by the morphology of their erslips were fixed 120–140 min after the initial injection, a survival
constituent neurons. Our results imply that such differ- time that is roughly equal to the time needed for G2 and M phases
to be completed (Takahashi et al., 1995), and then they were immu-ential exiting behavior of newly generated neurons can
nostained for BrdU. Although BrdU was injected twice to increasealso be explained in part by differences in the types of
intensity, the entire exposure time from the initial injection to thesister cells with which they associate. The 26 cases in
isolation of hemispheres was only 40 min. This pulse labeling proto-which we identified the generation of radial neurons
col allowed us to detect reliably cells that were in S phase in vivo
(Figure 4D) were subdivided based on the time from cell with a minor chance of having undergone cell division by the time
division to the separation of daughter cells. In some of fixation. The possibility of DiI transfer during cell dissociation was
also unlikely, according to Malatesta et al. (2000). Isolation of IZcases (14/26), the radial neuron was separated from its
strips to obtain percent Hu cells was carried out as for VZ/SVZsister cell 2–6 hr after division (quick separation; Figure
strips. Percentages of labeled cells were all obtained by counting4A [3.5–6.1 hr] and Supplemental Figure S4A [2.6 hr]),
	300 cells for each sample. The total number of cells in the cerebralwhile, in the rest (12/26, data not shown), it was closely
wall (E13–15) was obtained from three embryos, and the averaged
associated with the sister cell for 10–15 hr after cell number for each age was multiplied by the percentage of cells
division (slow separation). Mechanisms of neuron sepa- immunoreactive to TUJ1 or Hu at each day to yield the estimated
total numbers of immunopositive cells.ration from other VZ cells and also from gap junction
Neuron
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Immunohistochemistry Intrinsic polarity of mammalian neuroepithelial cells. Mol. Cell. Neu-
rosci. 11, 183–193.Cells and frozen sections were treated as described (Kaneko et al.,
2000; Kawaguchi et al., 2001) with primary antibodies including TUJ1 Davis, A.A., and Temple, S. (1994). A self-renewing multipotential
(Berkeley), anti-Hu (16A11, Molecular Probes), NeuN (Chemicon), stem cell in embryonic rat cerebral cortex. Nature 372, 263–266.
RC2 (gift from Dr. Miyuki Yamamoto, University of Tsukuba), anti-
Frantz, G.D., and McConnell, S.K. (1996). Restriction of late cerebral
Nestin (Rat401, Hybridoma Bank), anti-Vimentin (Chemicon), anti-
cortical progenitors to an upper-layer fate. Neuron 17, 55–61.
MAP2 (Sigma), anti-BrdU (mouse monoclonal, Becton-Dickinson;
Fujita, S. (1963). Matrix cell and cytogenesis of the central nervoussheep polyclonal, Fitzgerald), anti-phosphorylated Vimentin (gift
system. J. Comp. Neurol. 120, 37–42.from Dr. Masaki Inagaki, Aichi Cancer Center Research Institute),
anti-Ki67 (Novocastra), and anti- catenin (Transduction Labora- Gadisseux, J.F., Evrard, P., Mission, J.P., and Caviness, V.S., Jr.
tories), followed by secondary antibodies (Jackson Immunore- (1992). Dynamic changes in the density of radial glial fibers of the
search). Vibratome sections were incubated with antibody solutions developing murine cerebral wall: a quantitative immunohistological
containing 0.01% Triton X-100 overnight at 4C or for 1–2 hr at room analysis. J. Comp. Neurol. 322, 246–254.
temperature. For “double immunostaining” of DiI-labeled cells, we Gloster, A., Wu, W., Speelman, A., Weiss, S., Causing, C., Pozniak,
used samples in which vibratome sectioning happened to divide C., Reynolds, B., Chang, E., Toma, J.G., and Miller, F.D. (1994). The
single DiI-labeled cells into two parts (cell body and ascending T1 -tubulin promoter specifies gene expression as a function of
process which were treated individually with anti-Hu and anti-Nestin neuronal growth and regeneration in transgenic mice. J. Neurosci.
[Figures 6B and 6B″] or RC2 [Figures 6A and 6A″]) or cases in 14, 7319–7330.
which daughter cells derived from a single RGC were harvested into
Hartfuss, E., Galli, R., Heins, N., and Gotz, M. (2001). Characterization
two serial sections (treated with anti-Hu and anti-Ki67, Supplemental
of CNS precursor subtype and radial glia. Dev. Biol. 229, 15–30.
Figures S4B–S4E) and separately visualized in green (FITC). Speci-
Hinds, J.W., and Ruffett, T.L. (1971). Cell proliferation in the neuralmens were examined using a Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope
tube: an electron microscopic and Golgi analysis in the mouse cere-(optical slice  1.0 m [40]; merged images were provided auto-
bral vesicle. Z. Zellforsch. 115, 226–264.matically), Yokogawa CSU10 confocal microscope (optical slice 
1.2 m [100] or 2.6 m [40]; merged images were generated Hopwood, D. (1990). Fixation and fixatives. In Theory and practice
using Photoshop) or Olympus BX50 (cell counting experiments). of histological techniques, J.D. Bancroft and A. Stevens, eds. (Edin-
burgh, UK: Churchill Livingstone), pp. 21–42.
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